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Losses and Parasitic Torques in Electric Motors Subjected to
PWM Waveforms I
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NA

Abstract-Some aspects of the theoretical performance of an electric p
motor, supplied by an unfrtered pulsewidth modulated (PWM) inverter T
are studied. The stator copper losses and the winding insulation lifetime

S
....

are emphasized. An induction motor system is assumed and the crea- S' R
tion of low-frequency parasitic torques are described. Their relative> d
importance are estimated. It is shown that PWM supplies may have a Ns,NR
negative impact on the motor performance and lifetime and can make Yo
a modification of the motor design more desirable than in the case \ w
where a "simpler" inverter system is used. SY

Number of pole pairs of the stator winding.
Torque.
Subscript...stator., " rotor.
Distortion.
Number of stator and rotor slots.
47Tr 10-7 H/m.
Synchronous rotational speed.
Rotor rotational speed.

NOMENCLATURE r MB Magnetic field.
MMFR Magnetomotive force.

RF Resistance multiplication factor owing to skin" References for the per unit system are the nominal voltage,
effects. current, and motor impedance. Consequently, reference torque

u v = I ..i M, classification number for each set ofs larger than the nominal torque.
conductors, starting at the bottom of the slot `t

(Fig. 1). I. INTRODUCTION
M Total number of conductor sets in a slot (Fig. 1).' APULSEWIDTH modulated supply is often proposed and
PWM Pulsewidth modulated. 1.applied in the low-frequency region of a variable-frequency
F Frequency. motor-drive system. Sometimes, the PWM operating region is
Rac, Rdc ac and dc resistance (Rac = RF - RdC). extended towards and beyond the nominal 50 or 60 Hz motor
A Dimensionless conductor height (A = hIS). frequency.
h Height of one individual conductor layer (Fig. 1),. The PWM principle can eliminate all harmonics lower than

composed of solid or paralleled conductors. the pulse harmonics, while higher ones (and especially the pulse
o Skin depth. harmonics) may increase considerably. Secondly, by means
p Specific resistance. . of a PWM inverter, the system structure and the transient
t Temperature (OC). performance of the motor can be improved, as the entire
n Harmonic frequency number. control action (voltage or current and frequency) concentrates
Vn, In nth harmonic voltage and current. on the single electronic part after the converter dc link and
sf, tf Space fundamental, time fundamental. cZ energy buffer. A filter at the ac output should be cheaper and
sh, th Space harmonic, time harmonic. smaller. For motor drives, such a filter is not always desirable,

because during its operation, the motor requires a varying
Paper ID 77-13, approved by the Industrial Drives Committee of A fundamental frequency and, as a result, a varying series of

the IEEE Industry Applications Society for presentation at the 19774 harmonic frequencies. Moreover, the filter may reduce the
Industry Applications Society Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, CAj advantage of a PWM inverter concerning the control of the
October 2-4. avnaeo W netrcnengtecnrlo h

The author is with the Laboratorium voor Nijverheidselectriciteit,A' motor transient performance. Therefore, the first part of this
State University, Gent, Belgium B.9000. paper, describing copper losses, assumes a direct machine-
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inverter coupling, which is maintained around the nominal
motor frequency. The theoretical motor performance will be
analyzed and compared with its performance, when coupled to
"simpler" inverter structures. The insulation temperature,
copper losses, and the creation of low-frequency parasitic
torques (a couple of hertz) are considered.

II. COPPER LOSSES AND WINDING TEMPERATURE
A. Calculation Model for the ac Losses and the Temperature
Distribution

For many years, reliable formulas describing skin-effect
losses in rectangular bars situated in open rectangular slots
have been presented [1], [2] . In order to obtain a theoretical
insight, this model will be adapted. According to Fig. 1, the
formulas are
RF (v, F) = Rac(v, F)/Rdc (1)
RF (v, F) = p(/A) + v(v -1 )'(/A) (2)

with

IRON

0.5

Fig. 1. Cross section of slot and its embedded
flow model.

sinh A sin A
4'(A) = 2A

cosh A\ cos A

/BP 1/2
=h/6 5 = a

\b ,uoaF
In case of a nonsinusoidal supply, these expressions are easily

extended. A complex waveform can be divided into a series of
sinusoidal voltages and currents, and since no interaction be-
tween different frequencies occurs, all loss contributions can

simply be added:

2: Rac(v, n)[n2
ac losses (v) n

RF (v) =
dc losses (v) p(t()) 2

b *h
z [RF (v, t(v), n) * (In /J)2] (3)
n

with
j2 =In2.

n

Although no experimental results are available, these expres-
sions can be assumed to be in reasonable accordance with

reality, even for the deviating conductor and slot cross sections

(e.g., semiclosed slots, circular conductors).
Special attention should be paid to the feedback action of

temperature. Owing to higher losses and temperatures, the dc

resistance increases, but the resistance factor RF is reduced

due to a larger skin depth. Eventually, these opposite actions

might lead towards a limitation of the losses and the tempera-
ture rise. It turns out, however, that this effect is of low

importance and is not capable of keeping the winding temper-
ature within reasonable limits.

Starting from the winding losses, the temperature distribu-

tion is calculated, using the heat-flow expressions:

(1.5M+M t(M)-t(M-l)=RF(M) 35(100-tiron)

2.5(+ 0.5 + M) tiron (4)

2.52
-t(v + 1 V)+ t(v-1)

(M 3.5(i00r-tiron) 25

[v=2 .. MM-1]

-t(2) + (1.5 + 2.5 t(l) = RF (1) 35(I0-tiron)

t2.5\+ t0.5 + - tiron-

(5)

(6)

These expressions are easily obtained by relating the heat
production to the thermal insulation coefficients and the
resulting temperature differences (Fig. 1). It is assumed that
the average winding dc temperature and the iron temperature
are equal to 1000C and 600C, respectively. The relative heat
transfer coefficients towards the four boundaries have been
logically chosen and indicated in Fig. 1.

The impact of the winding temperature on the specific
resistance, and thus on the skin depth, can be described by

p = 230 10-10(l + 0.0028(t -100))Q2m. (7)

This equation can be used for copper windings at a temperature
situated between 100-2000C. Within the calculation process,

the temperature feedback action is responsible for the creation
of an iteration cycle.

B. Selection ofRepresentative PWMSupplies
In order to compare the performance of a PWM-fed motor

with its performance when coupled to a sinusoidal or square

wave voltage supply, some representative waveforms have been
picked out. Two PWM waves with a relatively high pulse
number are chosen. Their shape is constructed using the inter-
section points of a sinusoidal and a triangular wave with a

respective relative height of 1 and 1.25. The Fourier compo-

nents of the voltage waves are listed in Table I. Neglecting all

third harmonics and assuming an induction motor leakage or

synchronous motor subtransient reactance of approximately
0.2 per unit, the corresponding harmonic currents are calcu-
lated and indicated as well.

sinh 2A sin 2A
p() = A

cosh 2A-cos 2A

conductors; heat-
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TABLE I
FREQUENCY COMPONENTS OF VOLTAGE AND CURRENT
FOR SOME PWM WAVEFORMS AND FOR SQUARE WAVE

VOLTAGE SUPPLY

n PWM12 P24 SWY 1

12 pulses 24 pulses square wave sinusoidal
per cycle per cycle voltage supply

Vn In vn In vn In vn In

1

7
11
13
17
19
23

25
29

31

d

1.

0.
0.

0.4
0.4

0.04

0.11
0.13
0.13
0. 18
0.09

0.64

1.

0.

0.

0.179
0.154
0.012
0.029
0.028
0.026
0.031
0.015

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.4
0.4
0.

0.

0.24 1 0.57

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.087
0.08
0.

0.

0.12

1.

0.2
0.14
0.09
0.077
0.059
0.053
0.043
0.04
0.035
0.032

0.29

1.

0.2
0.102
0.041
0.03
0.017
0.014
0.01
0.008
0.006
0.005

0.23

1. 1.

d = [E ( V, or I,),]
All third harmonics are neglected; leakage reactance is equal to 0.2

per unit.

7-

6

s5

4

3

2.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Fig. 3. Average ac resistance in function of conductor height
(M = 50; F1 = 50 Hz); no temperature feedback.
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5

h (crr)
0

Fig. 2. Average ac resistance in function of conductor height
(M = 50; F1 = 50 Hz); no temperature feedback.

C. Stator Copper Losses-Results

All results are calculated using (1) to (7) for b/B equal to
one and assuming a fundamental frequency of 50 Hz. As the
number of conductor layers can be selected within a broad
range,M was chosen equal to 5 and 50.

Figs. 2 and 3 represent the course of the average ac resist-
ance for a varying conductor height h. M is constant and equal
to 50 and 5, respectively. Temperature feedback is neglected.

Fig. 4 analyzes the impact of the temperature on the
ac resistance. The maximum winding temperature has been
indicated as well. It is clear that the influence of the tempera-
ture becomes important only if the conductor height is suffi-
ciently larger than the critical height for minimal resistance.
The winding temperature is not restrained by this feedback

(0c)

300

£50

200

150

100

50
V. v:) U.1 V.I:J U. z

at (cm)

Fig. 4. Influence of winding temperature on average ac resistance
(M = 50). --- ac-resistance; no temperature feedback. ac-resist-
ance; temperature feedback included. --- maximal winding temper-
ature; temperature feedback included.

action, but is increasing towards a level, such that the insula-
tion is degraded very rapidly.

Figs. 5 and 6 represent the distribution of the temperature,
losses, and resistance factor over the slot windings, respectively,
forM equal to 5 and 50. These figures correspond to the critical
conductor height for which the average ac resistance is minimal.
Although they actually correspond to a PWM12 supply, they
are quite independent of the supply nature, as long as the
height h keeps critical.

These and similar figures lead toward Tables II and III,

which provide the critical conductor heights (centimeters) and
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R = skv) RF(v)

f{F(vf)

2 3 4

t (°C) TABLE II
CRITICAL VALUES FOR CONDUCTOR HEIGHT, AVERAGE

RESISTANCE, AND RESISTANCE FACTORS
130

supply hi R RF OFc|heritical minimal averase V=M;waveform (cm)

sinusoidal 0.2 6.6 1.33 1.98

slV 0.155 8.6 1.34 2.01

PWM12 0.112 11.9 1.34 1.99

PWM24 0.117 11.4 1.34 2.0

120

For different supply waveforms and for M = 50 (no temperature
l lO feedback).

100

5

Fig. 5. Distribution of temperature, losses, and resistance factor over

slot windings (M = 5; PWM12), assuming that conductor height is
critical (h = 0.38 cm). --- Rae and RF; neglecting temperature feed-
back. Rac and RF; temperature feedback included. - winding
temperature.

a _0

RF(v)

I.4

[.2

In 20

TABLE III

supply _ hR__ IR ROF

avefoym critical minimal |Raverage V-Mwaveform (cm)

sinusoidal 0.64 2.1 1.33 1.86

1WV 0.51 2.6 1.38 1.94

PWM1Yi 2 0.38 3.6 1.42 2.03

PWhi24 0.59 3.2 1.90 3.21

See table II;M equal to 5.

30

.

4-0 v 50

140

t(OC)

J30

120

110

.100

90

80

Fig. 6. Distribution of temperature, losses, and resistance factor over slot windings (M = 50; PWM12), assuming that
conductor height is critical (h = 0.112 cm). --- Rac and RF; neglecting temperature feedback. Rae and RF; with
temperature feedback..., winding temperature.

the corresponding minimal average ac-resistance values (R is
equal to one for a conductor with a height of 1 cm). The
average resistance factors and the factors corresponding to the
top conductors are also indicated. As these values are not
substantially influenced, no temperature feedback has been
taken into account.

D. Discussion

Although the current distortion levels of the investigated
PWM waveforms are comparable or smaller than those for a

square wave voltage supply (Table- I), the slot copper losses
may increase by more than 50 percent (Figs. 2-4). At the same
time, the corresponding critical conductor heights are reduced
with some 30 percent (Tables II and III). A larger PWM pulse
number does not tend to improve this situation substantially.

These conclusions especially yield for slot windings with many
conductors; windings with a low M give a somewhat less strin-
gent situation. It should be emphasized that for a PWM24
supply (M = 5, Fig. 3) the minimal resistance cannot be reached,
due to a too high winding temperature (Table III: RFV=M=
3.21).

In case the conductor height is critical, Figs. 5 and 6 show
that the maximum winding temperature can increase with
some 20-350C. Consequently, if such motors have a low insu-
lation quality, they may experience an important lifetime
reduction of, for example, more than 70 percent, in comparison
with the lifetime under sinusoidal supply. The application of a

higher grade insulation becomes compulsory. Exceeding the
critical height results in a sharp rise of the temperature (Fig. 4).
As emphasized in the introduction, these conclusions are only

1.9

1.6

1.3

I.

1- ---.

50

I
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()

(b)
Fig. 7. (a) Conventional stator slot punching. (b) Modified punching

with increased slot number and reduced slot depth.

important if the unfiltered PWM supply is used at or around
the nominal motor frequency.

For critical dimensions, the average and maximal resistance
factors and losses are mostly equal to 1.3 1.4 and 1.8 -- 2,
respectively. These values are quite independent of the wave-
form (Tables II and III). Exceptions do occur (PWM24, Fig. 3,
Table III).

E. Motor Design Indications
As pointed out, an improvement of the insulation quality

and of the heat transport to the slot boundaries may be neces-
sary. However, this measure has no influence on the actual
losses. An artificial increase of the motor leakage reactance
seems likely, as the harmonic currents are inversely propor-
tional to the leakage and as the contribution to the losses is
proportional to the square of the current. This measure, easy
to accomplish, can be sufficient if the maximum fundamental
frequency at full motor current is limited to about 50 or 60
Hz and if the harnonic content is not too high. It may not be
sufficient for PWM supplies. The induction-motor leakage
must be restricted to about 0.4 per unit or even considerably
lower 161, mainly depending on the required per unit steady-
state pull-out torque. In contrary, the steady-state maximum
torque of a synchronous motor is less leakage-dependent. An
increase of the leakage reactance may have undesirable effects
on the system transient response due to a larger time constant.

In case a higher leakage should be insufficient or not desir-
able owing to steady-state or transient requirements, a modifi-
cation of the winding design or the slot punching should be
considered. The application of narrower parallel connected
and transposed Litz wire-type windings, and/or a wider but
shallower slot cross section may be regarded. Eventually, as
this last measure is quite restricted, the slot punching can be
modified into a set of two rows of shallow slots situated one
above the other (Figs. 7(a) and (b)). Due to a larger slot number
and a reduction of the slot current, this measure does not
necessarily lead towards an increase of the leakage reactance.

Analogous to the negative sequence limit of synchronous
generators, an existing motor design should be characterized
by some maximum tolerable voltage distortion. Due to the

Fig. 8. Rotor bar ac resistance in function of total available conductor
height;M = 1 andM = 50.

wide spread in distortion nature (e.g., SWV or PWM12), such a
coefficient will be difficult to determine.

F. Remarks Concerning Induction-Motor Rotor-Cage Losses
(Fig. 8)

Cage losses can be calculated in a similar way, taking into
account that M equals one and that all frequencies have to be
adapted. Because M = 1, an increase of the pulse number
becomes advantageous, and the losses caused by a PWM24
supply are situated well below those for a square wave voltage
(Fig. 8). Although the harmonic-induced losses are higher than
in the case when the cage is replaced by a closed-coil structure,
the allowed temperature increase is not restricted in the same
severe way; as the rotor bars are rarely insulated, insulation
lifetime requirements do not exist.

III. LOW-FREQUENCY PARASITIC TORQUES IN
INDUCTION MOTORS

As many inverter-fed induction motors will operate contin-
uously within the narrow-slip range around synchronous speed,
the distortion of the high-slip acceleration characteristic by
parasitic torques is not important. Within the low-slip region,
a nonsinusoidal supply will always create some high-frequency
oscillating torques. This phenomenon has often been described
and is not taken into account in this paper.

Under some conditions, high-amplitude pulse harmonics
can create parasitic synchronous and low-frequency pulsating
torques (a couple of Hertz), even when the motor is running at
about its nominal speed (50 or 60 Hz). As a consequence,
some resonance phenomena can appear within a wide speed
range [4]. This requires that the stator or rotor slot number
per pole-pair is more or less equal to the supply pulse number
or to the dominating supply harmonics. The relative importance
can be predicted and estimated by decomposition of the airgap
field into a set of sinusoidally distributed MMF and permeance
fields in analogy with Alger's MMF and permeance method
[5]. Each time-harmonic frequency of the supply waveform is
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now responsible for such a complete set of space-harmonic
fields. Many torque interactions occur, only some of which are
important. The most important interactions, causing a low-
frequency pulsating torque, will be selected and estimated.

1) A time-harmonic stator current creates space-harmonic
rotating stator fields, which, on their turn, cause rotor currents
in the cage of an induction motor. The most important of
these stator fields are the slot MMF and permeance harmonics.
The induced rotor currents corresponding to these latter fields
create a series of sh rotor fields with a pole-pair number

p' =NS ±NR ±P (8)

and with a rotational speed, refering to the stator frame, which
is represented by (see appendix):

cot /nRwM&)sy cR\ NS±p+P -R
_= __ +-. (9)

P \ NS ±p P, NS±NR ±P P

Depending on the choice of the two slot numbers, one of these
latter fields may have p pole-pairs and thus interacts with the
dominating tf-sf stator field. This occurs if p' = ±p. The inter-
action will have a LF nature within a narrow motor slip range
which depends on the ratio of the slot numbers to the domi-
nant time-harmonics in the supply waveform. A creation of
LF parasitic torques during normal motor operation, in the
way as described, requires that

P, =+-P

=j/ C-Iosy/p, for WRIP t CY/P.

As a result, the simultaneous fulfillment of the following con-

ditions is required (using (8) and (9)):

a) the motor must have a cage type rotor;
b) NS = NR ± 2p or NS = NR;

c) npwM -Ns/p ± 1.

Assuming nonskewed rotor slots, the amplitudes of the LF
torques can be approximated, using (see appendix):

Tparasitic 2)

Tnominal

1 IS, n Vn

[(Ns/p) Is,j 4npwM V1

NR (sin NSrr/NR\ 2

N sir/ N i~~~~ - ~(10)P K NS7TINR,

The second factor on the right side of (10) estimates the

amplitudes of, respectively, a MMF and a permeance th-sh

stator wave. The last factor estimates the induced th-sh rotor
current and that particular resulting rotor field which has p
pole-pairs. Very small motors or motors with many poles
(Ns/p = 6), supplied by a PWM inverter with a low pulse
number (nPwM 6; VI/V1 - 0.6; Is,n/Is,l 0.6) can pro-
duce LF torques which attain 2-20 percent of the nominal

torque. For larger motors, with Ns/p > 12, supplied by a PWM
inverter with at least 12 pulses per cycle (V,/V1 ; 0.4;
IS,n/IS, 1 ; 0.15), this number is smaller than 2 percent.

2) Synchronous and LF torques can be produced by super-
position of permeance and MMF harmonics. The product of
two such waves can form a resulting field component with a
fundamental pole-pair number p. The induced rotor currents
with space-fundamental pole-pair number can interact with the
space-fundamental field wave of another time-harmonic supply
component and thus create LF parasitic torques. Such inter-
action may now occur, for cage motors as well as for slip-ring
motors. The fulfillment of a condition concerning the rotor
slot number is required. The following conditions are obtained:

a) squirrel-cage or slip-ring motor,
b)NS =NR + 2p or NS =NR,
c)npwM -NRIp± 1.

These conditions are obtained in a way, similar as used in 1).
The amplitude can be roughly estimated using

Tparasitic - (1 2) - 0.25Vn + 05Is,n I

Tnominal Onp(wm V 2±(NslpXs, 1LSflPwMV1 2(Ns/P)IsiJ~~~~~.-
(11)

The first term results from the superposition of a stator per-
meance and a rotor permeance wave with a space-fundamental
wave. The second term results from the superposition of, for
example, a rotor permeance wave with a stator MMF wave.
A motor with Ns = 6p, fed by a six-pulse inverter, may give

a result situated between 1-5 percent. Larger motors yield a
torque smaller than 1 percent.

As a result, only very small motors, supplied by a low-pulse
inverter, may produce LF oscillating torques of considerable
amplitude. In case of squirrel-cage motors, such torques occur
only if the rotor slot number is chosen in an uncommon way.
If the rotor slots are skewed, a further torque reduction will be
obtained. In addition to the possibilities described in this sec-
tion, many other less important LF torques can be created.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has called attention to two particular aspects of
the motor performance, which may be of importance within a
restricted number of applications.

1) PWM-induced copper losses can increase with even more
than 50 percent depending on the winding design, the funda-
mental frequency, and the degree of filtering. The losses are
mostly situated well above those corresponding with a square
wave supply. The critical conductor height, corresponding
with the minimal ac resistance, can be exceeded more quickly,
involving a high and unequally distributed winding temperature
and thus reducing the expected motor lifetime. Some design
modifications have been provided. A reduction of the har-
monic content by increasing the pulse number does not neces-
sarily offer a substantial improvement. The application of a
PWM inverter within a broad time-fundamental frequency range
thus offers disadvantages, unless it is possible and intended to
filter the output.
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2) Besides HF torques, small motors or motors with a high
pole-pair number may experience low-frequency torques within
a broad speed range. The most important origins have been
described and estimated. Such torques may occur if one of the
induction-motor slot numbers is approximately equal to the
pulse number. These torques will rarely be important.

As a conclusion, within the particular range ofmotor-inverter
applications described in this paper, a PWM power-electronic
system with possibly higher complexity does not necessarily
create better motor performance. In contrary, it can make
modification of the motor design more necessary than in the
case where a "simpler" square wave inverter is used.

APPENDIX

Equation 9 is derived knowing that the MMF or permeance
space-harmnonic stator field with Ns ± p pole-pairs, created by
a time-harmonic current, revolves with an angular velocity

Wa/p = nPWm wsy/(p ± Ns)

related to the stator frame, or

Wb/P = CWa/P - R/P

related to the rotor frame. The corresponding induced rotor
currents create sh rotor fields. For our discussion, the most
important fields have a pole-pair number

(8)p' =Ns ±P±NR

and an angular velocity, related to the rotor frame

co IP = (o;bAP) Ns -±PNs N ± p

with

C3 >

BS,thMMF + BS,thpermeance

Bs,tfsf Bs,tfsf

"Sn 1 V~,
Isj, 4n V1

C1 takes account of the consideration that the largest part of
the stator space-harmonic field functions as a leakage field. As
a result, the induced rotor currents are small. According to
[2] , C1 can be estimated:

NR sin (rNs/NR)] 2
p 7rNsINR

Equation 11 is derived in a similar way.
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or related to the stator frame

X'IP = Oc/P + WRIAP (9)

As a first approximation, (10) is obtained knowing that

Tparasitic
:
BR,thsf

Tnominal BR,tfsf

BR,thsf
BS,thMM F and perm eance

BS,thMMF and permeance BS,tfsf

Bs,tf.f BR,tfsf

= Cl * C2 * C3
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